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Abstract. Screens have become the apparatuses through which we encounter
the world. However, this does not simply mean that our use of screens has
increased, but rather that our relationship towards them has changed the way in
which we see and live. Through screens we get knowledge and communicate
with other people as well as with what is all around us, particularly the urban
environment. Individuals and screens have become the inseparable elements of a
single communicational and social system raising the fundamental questions of
its comprehension and governance. The proliferation of screens and new
information and communication technologies (ICT) is accomplishing a per-
ceptive revolution. Our goal is to study the use of screens in the city and propose
a new ecosystem contributing to their better use and mastery.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, we use a number of screens: personal (smartphones, tablets, etc.), terminals
(computers, ATMs, ticketing machines, etc.) and large information screens (airports,
railway stations, etc.) or advertising screens. We use them more or less appropriately,
and the gap between appropriate use and lack of knowledge is constantly growing. By
analyzing this situation we can observe several facts or phenomena.

Firstly, we observe that our relationship towards screens has changed how we see
and live. Through screens we get knowledge and communicate with other people as
well as with what is all around us, particularly the urban environment. The proliferation
of screens and new information and communication technologies (NICT) is accom-
plishing a perceptive revolution. However, we observe many problems relating to use
of these screens.

One hypothesis is that the user is lost in a “world of screens”. He does not see why
he should have to use a terminal for a new service. Yet he uses such terminals as
ATMs, ticket distribution machines, self-service kiosks, etc. It would appear that, faced
with the terminal, customers does not perceive that the screen allows interactivity, thus
providing the product or service they want. It is indisputable that the user now has
smartphones or tablets and is flooded with digital images (e.g. screens in the subway,
shops, etc.). There is a lack of benchmarks for distinguishing the services of small
screens (mobile phones) versus those large screens (especially as television becomes
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interactive), personal screens versus public displays, passive displays with “push”
information versus interactive screens. The first challenge of public screens is the
heterogeneity of users faced with such screens: young “geeks”, foreigners, people with
no computer knowledge, the elderly, and the disabled. So how can we build a reliable
interactive solution used by a heterogeneous population working in public places
(stations, shops, government offices, schools, universities, etc.)?

To help discover appropriate use of these screens, we must first identify where they
are today and how they have evolved from the point of view of human (uses) and
technologies.

2 What Is a Screen Today? Mobility, Tactility, Interactivity,
Connectivity, and Immersivity

Following the emergence of the cinema, our experience of screens was modified first
by television and later on by laptops, smart and mobile phones, and today by large
public street screens, which have inaugurated some radical novelties in our experience
of screens [1]:

– Mobility. Mobilization of the screen surfaces (smart phones, tablets etc.) produces a
peculiar mobilization of the gaze and a transformation of individual and collective
habits especially within the urban environment.

– Tactility. Touch screen technology changes interaction and integration between the
body and the screen and raises new perceptive constellations.

– Interactivity. Social user screen interaction destroys the traditional representative
relationship with the world, producing an intertwining of activity and passivity, as
well as allowing users to develop creative employments and practices of the devices
themselves.

– Connectivity. Increasing diffusion of connected devices and media convergence
develop a new relationship with space and time.

– Immersivity. Post-cinematographic media entail a peculiar sentiment of immersion
into the screens, which can be compared to those experienced by the beholder in
paintings, the cinema and in the print-on-paper reading experience.

– Ownership (public/private). Public and private screens when traveling: How to use
them to decorate the city? How to indicate the way (on public display and/or private
screen). How to inform citizens via public and/or private display screens. How to
interact with public and/or private display screens.

In our work, we examine, identify, class and propose situations that can be charac-
terized by opposite positions such as: small screen compared to large screen; public
screen in relation to private display; fixed screen with respect to mobile screen; user
and screen by static situation; mobile user and fixed screen; interaction experiencing
user mobility; multiuser collaboration screen; inclusion of the display in proxemics;
content aware screen of user presence (explicitly or automatically selected); contents of
the screen after the user; contents of the screen projecting the user’s location; different
interaction techniques to be used, including a tangible user interface and the user
interface for media content distribution screens.
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Technologically speaking, we find the answers in 3 technologies that are booming:
1/Mobile and cooperative Internet: which can be used everywhere and to which
everybody can contribute, 2/Internet of things: automated information exchange to
prompt the user only when it is necessary or useful. 3/Location-based services: to
increase usefulness of the information conveyed (by limiting its scope of service -
utility). To be able to present each user with useful information, the system must know
that the user exists: by his/her profile, location, and priority interests. By combining
behavioral logic, ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence the system is able to
provide this appropriate information.

3 The Future of the Screens

The screen seems to be destined to integrate all of our actions, thus transforming our
expectations and desires. By taking into account our present experience of screens, we
plan to identify foreseeable future perspectives and social issues.

Indeed, the dominant position of screens in our society and culture engenders new
perceptive, affective and cognitive behaviors, both individual and collective– the
phenomenon of Augmented Reality is an example that still needs to be explored – and
raises social issues such as the apprenticeship problem, the generational effect, and
screen addiction.

4 Screens in the City

Our experience of screens has ultimately become plural and interactive, transforming
our relationship with the world and with others, as well as the appearance of the devices
all around us and that of urban public spaces [2]. Actually, on the one hand, screens
allow us to know the urban environment and to move around in it (geo-localization
software, Augmented Reality, etc.), while, on the other, they cover up the means of
transportation surfaces, and of buildings (screen facades), like a new skin.

5 Proposal of a New Ecosystem

We propose to apply to information the metaphor of water states (solid, liquid and
gaseous) (Fig. 1). We take into account the usual three states of water: solid, liquid and
gaseous with the following assumptions: solid - materialized information on a physical
medium, liquid - information scrolling (flowing) in front of us, gas - the invisible
information circulating around us. Information in solid state is conveyed for example
by free newspapers, or is fixed on information panels. Information in liquid state is that
scrolling across large screens in the city and found on the facades of buildings,
underground corridors and shopping centers, as well as on public transportation bus
shelters. Information in gaseous state, invisible and impalpable, is that reaching our
smartphones and tablets. Our concern is how to accommodate this liquid information,
how to use it, how to make it useful, how to influence it, but also how to avoid being
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invaded, submerged, how to protect us from it, etc.? In this approach we also need to
explore and define handling and transfers from one state to another: How to intervene
in liquid mode information? How to customize liquid information? How to interact
with liquid information?

5.1 State Transformation Operations

In this water metaphor based ecosystem we need to show how these different states can
be changed. As indicated in Fig. 2, all state changes are possible.

The operation called “Transmit reference” is the operation which is able to send
identification of solid information [3] to the system. At present the usual method

Solid, fixed infor-
mation, non-updatable

Liquid information, public
and updatable

Gaseous information, private 
and updatable

Fig. 1. Information in different states (solid, liquid and gaseous) in the city

Fig. 2. State transformation operations
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employed is QR-Code transmission, or another appropriate identification code trans-
mission [4] (Fig. 3).

The operation called “Print/Physicalize” proposes two approaches; the first is the
classical print-of-paper based on a printer, or pdf generator transmitting a pdf file which
could be printed later. The second is the emerging approach called “physical visuali-
zation” or “data sculpture”, which is able to transform information into a physical form
that can then be presented as a new and original expression of the information (Fig. 4).

The last operation called “Display” is a classical operation designed to present
(display) gaseous information on the screen. Naturally, a large number of visualization
techniques can be used for this purpose, depending on the size of the screen, trans-
mission conditions (QoS- Quality of Service) and its expected use and by whom it is
used (see Table 1).

5.2 Communication Between Screens

In multi-screen situations, mainly between personal and public screens, it is important
to be able to transfer interesting information from one screen to another, mainly public
to private, so as to be able to reuse this information later. The other direction (private to
public) is also interesting and we shall discuss this later in this paper. The main method
for moving information is by using a QR-code approach [4] (Fig. 3) or a solution
proposed by H. Jin [5].

Fig. 3. Information flow between screens

Fig. 4. Examples of physicalization [5–7]
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5.3 Interaction Techniques in Mobility

We identified four main interaction techniques in mobility. The first is classical use of
smartphone or tablet multi-touch based interaction. The three others are more original,
as explained in Jin [8, 9] for the first one (Fig. 5a) and Zhou [10] for the last two
(Fig. 5b & c)). They are called In-Environment Interaction, Environment Dependent
Interaction and Environment Independent Interaction, respectively.

5.4 Use of Public Screens

Public screens are very frequent in the city. They can be small or large and are used for
different raisons. While advertising is a main use, a more useful application is based on
information provision with public transportation information, cultural and sport pro-
grams, weather and pollution situation, etc. Naturally, the location and size of these
screens must be compatible with the information proposed [11]: short messages giving
appropriate information to passing users (readers) in minimum time in busy areas, more
detailed information in waiting areas, multi-user information for all passengers present
such as airport schedules, etc. All these aspects must be taken into account when
designing these public screens [12]. These screens are mainly non-interactive [13] i.e.
the content does not depend on users observing it. We considered it interesting to study
different solutions for content modification in relation with users observing such
screens [14] and identified three situations that we propose to analyze:

Table 1. State Transformation Operation

From /To Solid Liquid Gaseous

Solid Transmit reference Transmit reference
Liquid Print/Physicalize Transmit reference
Gaseous Print/Physicalize Display

Fig. 5. Interaction techniques in mobility
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1. Interaction with large distant screens is also an interesting challenge.
2. Interaction with large nearby screens is an interesting situation which could use the

answer proxemics interaction approach [16].
3. Content dependence on present users: If the system is able to identify who is in the

screen vicinity, it could decide to display information directly related to them.

Let us explain these three aspects in some more detail.

Interaction with Large Public Distant Screens. The three main characteristics of
large public screens to be taken into account are in the title: large, public and distant:

• Large screens allow sharing of main information, mainly static, with more dynamic
and contextual ones.

• Public screens mean that the nature of information must be controlled in order to
validate message content with respect to public communication (to whom, language
used, words and messages to avoid, communication style, etc.). Two approaches can
be proposed, namely either initial agreement mainly with professionals respecting
communication rules, or intermediary agreement on fly validation (moderation) of
sent messages and information, mainly for non-identified participants.

• Distant screens mean that the corresponding interaction must use an appropriate
manipulation (interaction) style. Several solutions were proposed, including indirect
interaction which can be more or less sophisticated [15]. We consider that prepa-
ration on the tablet of information to be displayed concerning layout and inserted
content is a potential approach. A more limited approach is insertion of information
in a predefined zone, either able to receive only textual information, finalization of
which i.e. color, font, etc. are predefined, or offering more extensive possibilities
with image display and choice of finalization.

Proxemics Interaction with Large Nearby Screens. Another approach for large
public screens relates to nearby screens. In this case, proxemics principles [16] can be
used for it to share its surface between several users according to their distance (Fig. 6).
For distant users, a small part of the screen is devoted to publishing small images or
brief messages. For closer users, a larger surface is proposed for more informative and
explicit messages. Users very close to the screen are able to interact and communicate
normally with the screen [7].

Fig. 6. Proxemics interaction [16]
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Contextualization in the City. Citizens can be provided with very attractive services
if the information system is able to know their logical or geographical position and,
more generally, their behavioral profile [17]. By tracking their current position, it can
provide them with appropriate contextual information and display this information
either on their personal screen or on public screens such as store windows. This is the
case of targeted advertising (if it is possible to match the desired product and its
location in the store). It is also possible to use city orientation screens to guide a user to
a particular destination, i.e. a visiting itinerary for a tourist, or how to get to a particular
destination (soccer stadium).

It is naturally important that the user can choose the level of identification which
will be used during this contextualization. His /her name, first name, an alias or an
avatar can be used on public screens to guide or solicit him /her. These choices are
proposed to allow respect of his /her private life if so requested (Fig. 7).

5.5 Information Fountain

One interesting object in the city is the bus-stop [18]. It can both receive and broadcast
information, thus playing a role of hotspot. We can identify its role as a concept of
“information fountain” providing and receiving information. It can play an important
role in the relationships between citizens as well as with public transportation officers.

Fig. 7. Contextualization in the city

Fig. 8. Bus-stop as an information hotspot and/or fountain [18]
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Bus-stops form the location of different screens which can be used for information on
city activities (transportation, shopping, and tourist, cultural and sports information,
etc.) as well as for exchanging information between citizens and support for local
advertising. Messages can be sent via the bus-stop to the bus driver to inform him of a
particular situation (stroller, bicycle or wheelchair transportation). All these services
can be attached to the bus-stop and used by citizens (Fig. 8).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed the use of different screens, public or private, large or small,
mobile or static and we proposed a new ecosystem clarifying their use in relation with
the water metaphor applied to the information. We explained the meaning of solid,
liquid and gaseous information and the transformation operations. We also introduced
the “Information fountain” concept. Contextualization and interactivity are the main
goal for the new generation of public screens as well as smooth communication
between all screens, small or large, public or private, with appropriate relationships
with users. Respect of privacy is an important consideration, but in an appropriate way,
i.e. strict respect for whoever so wishes, but allowing personal implication in
exchanges if the user agrees and wants this. Interdisciplinary studies are needed to
appreciate and identify different kinds of behavior [19, 20].
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